cProx1 immunoreactivity distinguishes progenitor cells and predicts hair cell fate during avian hair cell regeneration.
In birds, mature sensory hair cells are regenerated continually in vestibular epithelia and after damage in the auditory basilar papilla. Molecular mechanisms governing the cellular processes associated with hair cell regeneration are poorly understood. Transcription factors are critical regulators of cell proliferation and differentiation in developing tissues. We examined immunoreactivity for cProx1 during both ongoing and damage-induced hair cell regeneration in chickens. Homologues of this divergent homeobox transcription factor are required for cell cycle withdrawal and differentiation in several vertebrate and invertebrate tissues. In the mitotically quiescent basilar papilla, a population of resting progenitor cells (supporting cells) shows faint nuclear immunoreactivity for cProx1. When auditory hair cell regeneration is triggered by experimental damage, nuclear cProx1 immunolabel is highly elevated in approximately 50% of dividing progenitor cells. Shortly after cytokinesis, all sibling pairs show symmetric patterns of nuclear cProx1 labeling, but pairs with asymmetric labeling emerge shortly thereafter. Strongly immunoreactive cells acquire the hair cell fate, whereas cells with low nuclear immunoreactivity differentiate as supporting cells. By contrast, cProx1 is not detected in any dividing progenitor cells during ongoing regeneration in the utricle. However, nuclear cProx1 immunoreactivity becomes asymmetric in postmitotic sibling cells, and as in the basilar papilla, cells with elevated cProx1 label differentiate as hair cells. In conclusion, cProx1 immunolabeling varies across sensory epithelial progenitors and distinguishes early differentiating hair cells from supporting cells. cProx1 may regulate the proliferative or differentiative capacities of progenitor cells and specify hair cell fate in postmitotic cells during avian hair cell regeneration.